Hybrid human powered vehicle: Research area of electric bicycles.
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Abstract

Increasing internal combustion propelled vehicles in urban and rural areas has given rise to many adverse effects such as emissions of harmful pollutants like hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and particulate matter which directly or indirectly affects human health. A busy lifestyle and less exercise can lead to physical problems. To reduce use of fossil fuel and health related problems Human powered vehicles are one of the practical possibilities for sustainable transport systems. The vehicle which is driven by human power i.e. muscular power will provide an immediate solution to fuel limitations and pollution caused by conventional fuel propelled vehicles. Although much research has been done on electric bicycles, more research is needed on speed, power sources, batteries, charging methods, bicycling facilities/infrastructures, rider comfort, and safety. This paper focuses on the improvements needed in the field of electric bicycles such as energy sources, Electric motors, Control method, Transmission, Charging methods, Safety, infrastructures and ergonomics etc.
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1. Introduction

Environmental pollution is a big issue caused by exhaust emissions of fossil-fueled internal combustion vehicles. Many countries are planning to reduce use of petrol and diesel vehicles. All over the world research is going on to reduce environmental pollution caused by the automobile sector. Electric vehicles are the best solution to reduce environmental pollution but still many power plants which are using coal as fuels lead to pollution. There will be a large number of electric vehicles in the future. The electric vehicle is still in the developing stage, Cost of the electric vehicle is still high and its range is less. It is necessary to develop such a type of transportation system which should be affordable, environmentally friendly and safe. Electric bicycles are environmentally-friendly, having zero-emission and many benefits among electric vehicles. Electric bicycles cost less; require less maintenance and also health related benefits. The use of electric bicycles is encouraged in most countries. Separate infrastructure has also been
created for this. Due to the health of citizens, zero emission environment friendly electric bicycles do not require licenses and taxes in most of the countries. Electric bicycles are generally classified into pure e-bicycles, power-assisted electric bicycles and combine mode. Electric motors used to drive the wheel of electric bicycles. Speed of an electric bicycle is controlled by controlling electric currents through a handlebar throttle. The pure EBs may be used as a hub motor or in some cases a motor installed on the frame and power is transmitted to the wheel through the drive mechanism. The use of electric motors in power assisted cycling helps the rider to cycle. This means the driver can cycle in low power. In combine mode electric motors and muscle power are used together. In pure mode only electric motors are used and in power assisted mode driver and motor power are used. Much research is still being done to improve performance of electric bicycles. In order to provide research of EBs, this review paper presents development needed in the field of electric bicycles.

2. Energy sources of electric bicycles.

The muscular power, electric battery and solar energy are the energy sources of an EBs. Solar energy is still in the developing stage and it is having great exposure in the field of EBs. The most widely used energy source in electric bicycles is the battery. Battery is the heart of electric bicycles and its important properties include high energy density, fast charging, light weight, long lifespan, discharging, safety, recycling, Eco-friendliness and low cost. The patent of a zinc-carbon battery filed by Hosea W. Libbey which was then used for the EB in 1897 [4]. Lead-acid battery, Nickel-metal hydride battery, Nickel-cadmium battery, Lithium-ion battery, and Lithium-ion polymer battery were commonly used in electric bicycle and still having research exposure in storage capacities, charging and discharging rate, weight reduction, life of battery and safety. Other power sources like fuel cells, zinc batteries and sodium batteries can be used for EBs. Fuel cell efficiency is high, so researchers are focusing more on this. Due to the use of fuel cells it can cause more travel in a single charge. Hydrogen is expensive, it is explosive and difficult to store. Using it in the electric cycle can be challenging for researchers [1].

3. Electric motors

Electric motors on EB are generally classified into brushed DC and brushless DC (BLDC). Brushed DC motors are cheaper and stronger but they are heavier and noisier. In addition, they need frequent maintenance. Compared to DC motors, BLDC motors are lighter in weight, less noisy and have less maintenance. According to the location of motors, electric motors are classified into rear wheel hub motors, front wheel hub motors and in a mid-drive position. Researchers have challenges while developing motors like speed, torque, wheel slippage and uniform weight distribution for smooth function of EBs [1].

4. Control method.
EB's performance is improving due to electric motors and its control methods. Most of scientists presented research studies on operating performance of EBs. Their research helps to investigate the dynamic characteristics and optimize the power requirement of an electric bicycle. They have used different controlling systems such as PI, PID, Fuzzy PID, Hybrid Fuzzy and NMPC for effective and smooth functioning of EBs. Effective control of solar batteries and pedaling forces is a challenge for researchers as the smooth and effective function of EBs [1].

5. Transmission

The transmission system is a basic system that affects the dynamics performance of the electric bicycle. The EBs transmission systems provide different outputs for the input of the gearbox. As per the design requirement location of the gearbox varies and it can affect the performance. Hung and his team presented an experiment and simulation on the operating performance of a semi-automatic transmission system of EBs [2]. Abagnale et al. showed the motion transmission for the simple bevel gear and planetary gearbox and[5]. Wu and Sun designed and developed speed-wheel hub motors which made transmission systems more compact[6]. Transmission systems play an important role in EBs and still have their challenges for speed and torque of EBs.

6. Charging methods and charging stations.

Good charging methods and charging stations will promote the use of EBs in the future. The constant current [7] and constant voltage [8] are the charging methods of EBs. Later on, a combination of constant current and constant voltage came to charge the EBs. The overheating problem and charging time reduced, also improved the life of the battery [9]. The charging method of EBs is also classified into plugged in and wireless charging. Inductive power transfer systems are used in the Wireless charging methods [10]. Wireless charging is safer because of no physical contact. It is maintenance-free and unaffected by any type of chemicals, water and dirt. Availability of charging stations along with suitable charging methods will contribute to the EBs market.

7. Cost of Electric bicycle

Battery, electric motors, electronic control units and other accessories increase the cost of electric bicycles. Cost of the battery is more and the range of an electric bicycle battery is up to 25 to 30km. Average time is 4 to 5 hr. required for charging and the battery can be charged up to 1000 cycles. The running cost of electric bicycles is less but because of limited battery life leads to increase in the maintenance cost. Research work is necessary in optimization of design, performance of battery, effectiveness of motor and control systems which will affect the cost of EBs [1].

8. Bicycle aerodynamics and ergonomics, Infrastructure
After realizing that wind is an important source of cycling resistance, aerodynamics and driver position were used in cycling. Fabio Malizia presented a review paper in which he elaborated the components of bicycle and its speed performance according to the ergonomics [17]. He also focused on his next studies cycling flows, cyclist wearing components and aerodynamic interaction [19]. Shih-Wen Hsiao presented concept “fitting object to the human body”. In which he designed bicycle frames and proposed a table of frame size for common bicycles [20]. V. Balasubramanian presented his studies about the investigation of muscle activity during cycling. In which he experimented on different bicycles and he came to the conclusion that suspension cycling feels more relaxed as compared to rigid and sport bicycles [21]. Hongliang Ding et al. presented study on cycle path for safety of bicycle and his study is useful for bicycle infrastructures which improve the bicycle safety and reduce accident [11]. Rider safety and Development of infrastructure is the most challenging field in development of high speed electric bicycles, [11-16]. Redesigning electric bicycles is necessary to avoid rider fatigue and it will provide more safety along with driver comfort. In the EBs, the main resistance is wind and the main challenges of researchers to develop bicycles which will reduce it.

9. Conclusion

Due to the many advantages of electric bicycles, there may be huge demand in the future. These research areas can be useful for manufacturers and researchers for the development of electric bicycles. These research fields could be providing good references for readers, manufacturers and researchers to develop their electric bicycles according to the research ideas. EBs have many challenges such as safety and rider comfort during riding, battery range, infrastructure which include charging station and battery recycling. Battery waste is going to be one of the biggest environmental challenges of the future. Although electric bicycles are environmentally friendly and useful for health, research in torque, batteries, ergonomics, bicycle infrastructure and aerodynamics will be important for the electric bicycle market.
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